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Strella offers packers a 
real-time view of CA maturity 
to optimize room open order.

THE STRELLA SOLUTION

Our technology and dashboard are easy to use - drop 
wireless sensors in your CA room, connect a gateway, 
and view live maturity-based recommendations online.  
Our team of postharvest experts tailors data to fit the 
needs of your individual business. We have worked for 
5+ years with 60% of the US apple and pear market.

Strella’s wireless sensors monitor ethylene, CO2, O2, 
temperature and humidity in the CA room during the 
season. We use sensor data to predict the maturity of 
the room and help packers open the right room at the 
right time. Our dashboard displays maturity data and 
personalized packing orders in real-time. 

There is little data to determine CA room open order. 
Packers rely on historical knowledge and small sam-
ples to plan packing schedules, but up to 60% of a 
packout can be lost due to maturity. 

In a 10 room packing schedule, there are 3,628,000 
possible packing orders.

EASY & PROFITABLE

THE PROBLEM

400+

CA rooms 
monitored

Strella increases packouts by 
predicting CA room open order

We improve packouts by 1/2 
pack per bin on average. 

30%

Of all rooms 
monitored are 
re-organized

3%

Average packout 
improvement

5 YRS

Operating with 
the largest 
packhouses in 
the US
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The packer did not know which 
factors would affect room 
maturity most and made the 
best decision they could. 

In this example, the packer did not know which of the below factors would affect room maturity 
the most:

› Company fruit was picked a bit later than desired
› Young trees had a greater impact than expected
› New grower blocks stored shorter than predicted

Initial Open Order: 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Example 1: 
Optimizing Room Open Order

Strella Open Order: 
2, 5, 1, 3, 4

Below are ethylene graphs for five honeycrisp CA rooms. When ethylene is no longer increasing in 
the room, the packer must pack the fruit within two months or risk maturity-related issues, such 
as internal browning and reduced pressures. 

Room 2
Room 5

Room 1
Room 3
Room 4 Rooms 2 and 5 ceased 

ethylene production much 
faster than the remaining 
rooms and were recommended 
to be opened first. 

By using Strella data, the packer was able to re-arrange their 
rooms to the correct maturity order and improve packouts by 
$210,000. 



Example 2: 
Optimizing Room Open Order

ZP47 and ZP48 were two similar rooms with 85% shared lots. There was no obvious room open 
order using traditional evaluation criteria such as door sampling in these two rooms. 

In this example, the packer estimates 1 pack/bin improvement on 
the rearrangement of these rooms, a $97,000 increase. 

Lot Pack / Bin Eq Pack / Bin Eq Delta

Lot 1 16.3 18.6 +2.3

Lot 2 19.6 20.6 +1.0

Lot 3 18.3 16.7 -1.6

Lot 4 16.9 18.8 +1.9

Lot 5 18.4 17.5 -0.9

Weighted 
Avg

18.19 18.70 +0.5

Room 47
 

Feb 16 Open
Room 48

 
March 18 Open

Production Ends

Production Ends The ethylene production of 
ZP47 concluded earlier than 
ZP48, indicating more maturity. 

Shared lots performed better 
in room 48 despite opening 
later demonstrating the correct  
packing order. 



Example 3: 
Big Loss Risk

Some rooms mature much earlier than expected. Risk is lowered with advanced warning, as the 
fruit can be packed and shipped. We have seen potential big losses in approximately 15% of all 
Strella monitored rooms. 

If this room order was packed in the right order, we predict a 
$900,000 packout increase in a single adjustment. 

This room completed its 
maturation curve by March 
and was recommended to be 
opened by May at the latest. 

It was opened on July 1st. 70% 
of the fruit was unpackable due 
to internal browning.

Big loss rooms:

› Are defined by rooms maturing 2+ months earlier than expected
› Can lose 20-40% packout
› Can be caught early and packed before big loss occurs

This pear room matured much 
earlier than expected which 
resulted in a 40% repack. Upon 
investigation, it turns out it was 
left in the heat too long during 
loading. 

The right sequence would have saved this packer $300,000. 



Example 4: 
Year-Over-Year Savings

In 2020, Strella recommended open order was followed for the 5 CA rooms monitored. In 2021, the 
Strella recommended order was not followed and the actual open order deviated greatly from the 
recommended open order. The rooms below consist of the same variety, and the packout expecta-
tion in the 2021 season was similar to 2020. 
 
Below are the packout percentages from each season.

Room A 67.75%

Room B 79.35%

Room C 76.26%

Room D 72.62%

Room E 54.75%

Average 70.15%

Strella Order 2020 Packout % (Weighted)

Room A 58.53%

Room B 73.40%

Room C 66.84%

Room D 62.88%

Room E 59.88%

Average 64.30%

Non-Strella Order
 2021 Packout % (Weighted)

The packout percent-
ages in each season 
strongly correlated to 
room open order, in-
dicating that timing is 
responsible for lower 
packouts, not seasonal 
variation. 
.

5.8%

YoY packout 
improvement

$70K

Savings per 
room

14:1

ROI to cost ratio

$701K

Annual revenue 
increase


